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quality control ensure that Duralast parts meet or exceed OE performance for every part, every
time. Duralast is proven tough on millions of vehicles on the road across America. With the
parts going through testing methods like hi-tech laboratory analysis, punishing torture testing,
and rigorous life-cycle testing in extreme conditions, which is why they are even tough enough
to hold up in the ice cold. Duralast offers lifetime warranties, guarantees, and programs that
take care of it all for professionals and DIYers alike. With a best-in-class supply chain and over
6, locations in three countries, AutoZone makes it fast and easy for professionals and
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demands a lot of technology work harmoniously to have a safe and sound drive. Ball joints are
present in all the cars connecting the steering knuckles with the arms control. Ball joints being
one of the most pivotal parts of a suspension system is often ignored. The result is not what
you would want to hear. Ball joints are functioned to pivot. They go on pivoting on and on from
different angles. This product is built with a lot of power to endure constant pressure from
driving. Wearing out is a subjective matter as it depending on the usage of the car. A car often
driven around rough roads will result in faster worn-out joints than a car driven around flat
streets. In this section, we compare the products of two very famous ball joint manufacturer
companies and their product. We will talk about the core ingredient, lifespan, and service
providing ability. To start, we draw a radical table of the ball joints attributes. At the beginning
of the company, it used to specialize in alternators and starters. In current times the company
has grown to be one of the best there is. The expanded their service to meet the vigorous
demand and to meet the demand by supplying more than 20 different products. The parts are
well tested in the sphere and proven their worth in performance. Having the products
implemented in more than a million vehicles just in the US, the quality is imperial to others.
Parts are tested in laboratories and go through tests even like life testing and simulations of a
real-life scenario. Ball joints are one of their premium products and one of the best sellers. The
ball joints being so crucial to seek individual attention from the producer. Related: Moog vs
Acdelco Ball Joints. The ball joints created by the business are what you would search for in the
market to replace your original ones. Precise design and creatively engineered are so
distinctive that you can easily mark a product by the company when you see one.
Characteristics of the ball joints what stands out :. Ball joints are very sturdy and you will hardly
ever see one fail. However, they do wear out with time. A quality joint will easily serve you year
after year. The effects are severe and symptoms are many when the joints wear out. A harsh
fact to face is no matter how small the part is, consequence after failing can be dangerous.

Causes behind failed ball joints are many. Of course, continuously driving puts pressure and
every part tend to wear out slowly. Dirt, Derbies and many small harmful particles can make its
way into the ball joints. These things then make the rolling of the ball hard and the grease gets
all dirty. This is considered the prime reason for the ball joints to fail. Rust and grease leakage
is another cause. When coming in to contact water, the rust is obvious which wears out the seal
and eventually, the grease leaks out. Grease is the mechanism inside the housing to let the ball
roll in its way. So hampering the regular movement will jolt and the indication is visible that
your ball joints have gone bad. The seal used is either sealed or changeable. In an unstable seal
the grease is up for alteration. And using impure grease will only make it worse. These are the
causes how a ball joints can go bad. But we do have to keep in mind that it depends mostly on
the driver and the vehicle because a vehicle running off-road will have a worn-out ball joint
faster than a regular usage ball joints. Skip to content Moog vs Duralast Ball Joints The
operation of vehicles demands a lot of technology work harmoniously to have a safe and sound
drive. Duralast vs Moog Table In this section, we compare the products of two very famous ball
joint manufacturer companies and their product. Model kT. Model FA Total Weight 1 pounds.
Total Weight 1. Bearing Strength "OE standard". Grease able socket available. Built for Both 4
and 2 Wheelers. Built for 4 wheeler mainly. Warranty lifetime. Warranty limited lifetime. Made In
Japan. Made In U. Long-lasting protection from powder coating. Check Price. Duralast brake
pads are commonly featured in conversations about best brake pads on the market , and this
brand name is synonymous with quality, excellence, and high-performance. In fact, there are
only a handful of brands that offer brake pads that can compete with those manufactured by
Duralast. The manufacturer offers so many different models that provide excellent stopping
power, but there are a number of factors you will have to consider before opting for one model
or the other. So, in our Duralast brake pads review, we are going to take you through all of the
aspects you will have to consider before buying new brake pads for your car. Duralast brake
pads can be installed on a broad range of vehicles, and the one thing all models produced by
this manufacturer have in common is their ability to provide silent, smooth, almost
instantaneous breaking. Furthermore, high corrosion resistance, minimal vibration during the
braking process, or long life expectancy are just a few among numerous benefits of installing
Duralast brake pads on your vehicle. Even the most basic models of brake pads Duralast offers
are an upgrade from the OE brake pads most cars have. The first thing you will have to do is
pick the model. At the moment, this manufacturer offers the following brake pad models:. The
regular Duralast brake pads are capable of performances similar to those provided by OE brake
pads, but they also feature a powder-coated backing plate that improves their corrosion
resistance. They also feature a two-layer shim that reduces the level of noise these brake pads
are making during the braking process. Brake pads from the Duralast gold series deliver more
stopping power, as well as lower vibration and noise levels due to a 3-layer shim. In addition,
they produce a minimal amount of brake dust, which further decreases the chances of damage
caused by corrosion. Duralast Max brake pads can either be ceramic or semi-metallic,
depending on the model you choose. They are designed to provide remarkable stopping power
while generating almost no noise in the process. Each model from either of these series is made
with the aim to provide the same or better braking performance than OE brake pads. However,
regular Duralast brake pads are designed only for light applications, which means that they are
not a great choice if you drive your vehicle through rough terrains often. Duralast Gold brake
pads are designed to be a perfect replacement for the original parts, which is the reason why all
slots and chamfers on these brake pads match the standard OE specifications. The fact that
Duralast offers a limited lifetime warranty for all their products speaks volumes about its
quality. The mileage you can cover without having to change Duralast brake pads depends on
your style of driving, but most brake pad models offered by this brand can last for up to Both
ceramic and semi-metallic brake pads offered by Duralast are able to stop a car while producing
almost no noise, although some models may squeal in the first few days after installation. In
addition, the thermal scorching process ensures that the Duralast brake pads are equally
effective in both hot and cold climates. The Duralast brake pads are crafted using a formula that
guarantees that they can have a strong first bite and that they provide sufficient stability during
the braking process. Keep in mind that brake pads are usually replaced in pairs, so the exact
amount of money you are going to have to spend on Duralast brake pads is going to depend on
whether you want to replace just front or rear wheels or brake pads on both axles. However,
when calculating the costs of brake pad replacement, you should also factor in the fees
mechanics charge for this job. The process of installing Duralast brake pads is very easy,
although you are going to have to be properly prepared for each step of the process. Besides
new Duralast brake pads, you are also going to need a floor jack , jack stands , brake tool ,
brake caliper synthetic grease , a socket wrench, and a tire iron. The exact steps you will have

to take depend on the car model you have, but usually, you will have to separate the pads from
the rotor and then insert the replacement brake pads. So, if you are replacing the front brake
pads, you need to make sure that the Duralast brake pad model you are interested in is actually
a front brake pad. The largest difference between the front and rear brake pads is the size since
front brake pads are much larger. The front calipers have to be larger than rear calipers in order
to handle the force that is applied to them on a daily basis. Consequently, front brake pads also
need to be larger than rear brake pads, so the easiest way to check if the brake pad is designed
for front or rear wheels is to check their dimensions. It is also worth noting that front brake pads
wear out faster because the weight of the car keeps pushing forward after you stop a car. That
is why you should perform checks of front brake pads at least once every six months. Both
ceramic and semi-metallic models have excellent stopping power, while they are also quite
efficient at dispersing the heat. However, Duralast brake pads are not designed for vehicles that
are used for off-road driving or towing purposes. Duralast manufactures some of the best brake
pads on the market that can easily meet the expectations of most drivers. The high-quality
materials used to produce Duralast brake pads, as well as their stopping capabilities or low
noise levels, making them an excellent aftermarket option. Furthermore, opting for a brand like
Bremo or Power Stop can be a good idea if you are looking for brake pads you can use on
sports cars or trucks. Duralast brake pads are an excellent option for most passenger vehicles,
as each of its models meets the highest industry standards. The available alternatives are either
pricier than Duralast brake pads or capable of delivering similar stopping power. OE brake pads
have a limited life expectancy, and you may be forced to look for aftermarket replacement just
months after you get a new car. In addition, they are not prone to corrosion, and they disperse
heat efficiently. We recommend using all of the Duralast brake pad models, because they are
durable, corrosion-resistant, and they offer great performances at an affordable price. If you
would like to learn more about the best brake pads for trucks, you should follow this link , or
click here if you would like to learn more about Akebono brake pads. Duralast brand belongs to
AutoZone, which is the reason why these brake pads are often not available on other retailing
websites. Yes, Duralast is one of the rare car part manufacturers that offers a lifetime guarantee
for all of its products. The estimated life expectancy of Duralast brake pads can vary between
one and five years, depending on your style of driving and how often you perform maintenance
checks. No, they are not. Duralast brake pads are priced similarly like models offered by other
manufacturers. The aftermarket brake pads produced by Duralast are among the best options
SUV, and car owners have at their disposal and are why we recommend them. However, they
are not designed for off-road driving or sports cars, which is the reason why you may want to
consider other brands if you need brake pads that deliver high-end performance under any
conditions. Save my name, email, and website in this browser for the next time I comment. Skip
to content. The Durablast Brake pads are highly resistant to corrosion and they will last for a
long time. They have the ability to provide smooth and almost instantaneous breaking. We earn
a commission if you click this link and make a purchase at no additional cost to you. Table of
Contents. David Borgogni David has been working with cars for over 10 years and is a freelance
writer who specializes in automotive technology. He covers the topics that matter most to the
consumer. Anything new in the automotive industry? David will likely be able to tell you about
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